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Motivation

▷ experiments measure heavy flavour jet, e.g. Z+b production [CMS ’17]

▷ jet with anti-kt algorithm, tag as heavy by presence of b hadron

▷ potentially compared to high accuracy calculations

▷ e.g. NNLO Z+jets calculation, cluster with anti-kt algorithm, tag as presence of b
parton, e.g. [Gauld, Gehrmann-De Ridder, Glover, Huss, Majer ’20]

▷ problem: not irc safe starting from NNLO
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Motivation: problems in naive flavour defi-
nition

▷ starting at NNLO, consider configuration
where a soft gluon splits into two quarks

▷ singularities in the limit where pq, pq̄ → 0

▷ might belong to ”gluon-jet” or ”quark-jet”
phases-space, depending on clustering

▷ virtual correction clearly in ”quark-jet”
phase-space

▷ ⇒ IRC unsafe

R0

pg
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Motivation: BSZ algorithm [Banfi, Salam, Zanderighi ’06]

▷ traditional solution:

▷ use algorithm to with well defined
flavour

▷ achieved by modifying distance mea-
sure
⇒ will tend to cluster soft quarks to-
gether first

▷ ”unfold” to experimental procedure using
MC
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Figure 3: NLO differential cross section for e+e− → qq̄ events that after jet clustering have
their flavour badly identified, i.e. identified as consisting of two gluon jets (that is, each of
zero net flavour) or two jets each of net flavour larger than 1; the coefficient of (αs/2π)2, as
generated with Event2 [13], is plotted as a function of the Durham y3 three-jet resolution
threshold; results are shown for the Durham and flavour algorithms (for two values of α).

algorithm that provides a good reconstruction of the flavour, one expects that each of the
two jets should have net flavour corresponding to an (anti)quark. Sometimes this does not
happen — for example each of the two jets may have no net flavour, i.e. be gluon-like. This
is legitimate in events in which there has been a hard branching (there is not a unique
clustering to two jets), but for an infrared safe flavour jet algorithm, the probability of this
happening should vanish in the limit in which there are only soft and collinear emissions.

To measure the hardness of a given event we use yD
3 , the threshold value of the Durham

jet-resolution below which the event is clustered to three jets of more.4 Figure 3 shows the
differential cross section at next-to-leading order (NLO, order α2

s) for producing events in
which the flavour of the two jets is badly identified. It has been obtained with Event2 [13],
to our knowledge the only NLO code that provides information on the flavour of the final-
state partons.5 One sees that for the Durham algorithm the differential cross section for
events whose jet flavour does not corresponds to qq̄ goes to a constant as ln yD

3 goes to
−∞. This is the sign of the infrared unsafety of flavour identification in the Durham jet
algorithm. In contrast, in our flavour algorithms (for both values of α) the corresponding

4Any other global event-shape like variable that measures the departure from two jets could equally
well have been used — the only requirement is that for consistency in comparing the flavour behaviour of
different jet algorithms one always use a common measure for determining the hardness of the event.

5In the default version of Event2 there were subtraction terms that had contributions from final states
with different flavours — for our studies here we split those subtraction terms so that each one corresponded
to a unique set of final-state flavours.

8

from [Banfi, Salam, Zanderighi ’06]
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recent developments and overview

Several proposed algorithms, defining . . .

. . . new jets with well
defined flavour

▷ original BSZ
[Banfi, Salam, Zanderighi ’06]

▷ anti-kt variant
[Czakon, Mitov, Poncelet ’22]

. . . flavour of jet(s)
within event

▷ iteration of BSZ
[Caletti, Fedkevych, Marzani,

DR, Schumann ’21]

▷ dressing of jets
[Gauld, Huss, Stagnitto ’22]

. . . flavour of an iso-
lated jet

▷ soft drop groomed
jets [Caletti, Larkoski,

Marzani, DR ’22]
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iteration of BSZ [JHEP 07 (2021) 076] [JHEP 03 (2022) 131]

▷ background: match-
ing in NLO + NLL′

matched calculation

▷ need to match jet
flavour in NLL and FO
precisely
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Working solution: Iterative application of BSZ:

0. Start w/ list O of coloured final-state objects

1. Run the standard IR-safe algorithm with radius parameter R0

on O, and obtain the objects in the leading jet J ⊂ O.

2. If J = {j ∈ O}, terminate. The flavour is that of j .

3. Determine the pair {i , k} ⊂ O that minimises the BSZ mea-
sures, and combine them.

Go to step 1 and repeat.
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recent developments and overview

Several proposed algorithms, defining . . .

. . . new jets with well
defined flavour

▷ original BSZ
[Banfi, Salam, Zanderighi ’06]

▷ anti-kt variant
[Czakon, Mitov, Poncelet ’22]

. . . flavour of jet(s)
within event

▷ iteration of BSZ
[Caletti, Fedkevych, Marzani,

DR, Schumann ’21]

▷ dressing of jets
[Gauld, Huss, Stagnitto ’22]

. . . flavour of an iso-
lated jet

▷ soft drop groomed
jets
(? ⇒ this talk)
[Caletti, Larkoski, Marzani, DR

’22]
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idea of method

▷ soft drop [Larkoski, Marzani, Soyez, Thaler ’14] well kn-
won method to eliminate soft-wide angle
contributions

▷ in particular, shown to eliminate non-
global logs
⇒ should also eliminate configurations
critical here!

▷ remainder of this talk:

▷ explore this idea
▷ establish (conditions for) irc safety at

least through NNLO
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Figure 1: Kinematic configurations of interest

It is straightforward to exactly compute the first non-trivial term S2 and this is done
in the following section. The full computation of S involves considering an ensemble of
an arbitrary number of large-angle energy-ordered soft gluons in HL, which coherently
emit a single, softer gluon into HR. For reasons elucidated later it is difficult to carry
out an all-orders treatment of such an effect analytically. We therefore opt to treat these
effects using a Monte Carlo algorithm valid in the large-NC limit. This is outlined in
section 3 and further details are given in the appendix.

Finally in section 4 we compare our results to the O (α2
s) predictions of Event2.

Phenomenological predictions including this effect will be shown elsewhere [12].

2 Fixed order calculation

First we calculate the contribution to the jet-mass distribution from the configuration
in figure 1b, considering the right-hemisphere jet for concreteness. We introduce the
following particle four-momenta

ka =
Q

2
(1, 0, 0, 1) , (6a)

kb =
Q

2
(1, 0, 0, −1) , (6b)

k1 = x1
Q

2
(1, 0, sin θ1, cos θ1) , (6c)

k2 = x2
Q

2
(1, sin θ2 sin φ, sin θ2 cos φ, cos θ2) , (6d)

where we have labelled the quark and antiquark as a and b and defined energy fractions
x1,2 " 1 for the two gluons. We have ignored recoil in the kinematics, because the
jet-mass is insensitive to it.

When gluon 2 is in HR the jet mass has the value ρ = x2(1 − cos θ2)/2. When only
the quark is in HR, ρ = 0.

We write the matrix element for ordered two-gluon emission as (see for example [13])

3

R0

pg

adapted from [Dasgupta, Salam ’01]
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soft-drop algorithm [Larkoski, Marzani, Soyez, Thaler ’14]

beware: O(zcut)
corrections

idea: remove soft
wide-angle
contamination

bl = 1

β = 0β = 2

soft-quark grooming (final state)

ln
(k

(l
)

t
/µ

Q
)

η(l) method:

▷ re-cluster given jet to establish splitting sequence
⇒ usually Cambridge/Aachen, e.g. angular ordered

▷ go through sequence, remove softer branch if
min(pT ,i ,pT ,j )
pT ,i+pT ,j

< zcut
(
∆R
R

)β
▷ stop if both branches are ”hard enough” (or only

one remaining)

here:

▷ count flavours of remaining particles ≡ flavour of
jet
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idea of method

Critical configuration in Lund plane

bl = 1

� = 0� = 2

soft-quark grooming (final state)
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⇒ can check this indeed works shields singularities e.g. of triple-collinear / double soft
splitting functions
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subtlety I: sd with β = 0?

▷ close to collinear region: may groom away
”hard” quark instead of gluon

▷ logarithmic region for β = 0 ⇒ spoils
flavour already at LO!

▷ but power suppressed for β > 0

g bl = 1

β = 0β = 2

soft-quark grooming (final state)

ln
(k

(l
)

t
/µ

Q
)

η(l)
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subtlety II: which cluster algorithm?

▷ soft drop involves re-clustering step to es-
tablish ”splitting sequence”

▷ traditional: Cambridge/Aachen (i.e. an-
gular ordered)

▷ but: consider jet with 3 particles (g q q̄)
→ potentially assigned as quark jet, even
if both quarks are soft

▷ need to make sure qq̄ pair clustered to-
gether in this case

▷ can be achieved by using JADE algorithm
(i.e. virtuality ordering)

q

q̄

bl = 1

β = 0β = 2

soft-quark grooming (final state)

ln
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t
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Q
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final numerical checks

color singlet qq̄ production
groomed Durham jets (β = 2)
O(αS) contribution

gluon-gluon
gluon-quark
(β = 0)
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outlook & things to do

▷ works only through NNLO (higher orders → clustering can ”protect” soft quarks)
⇒ maybe acceptable for purpose of FO calculations? ⇒ iterative procedures?

▷ several extension of SD possible,
e.g. [Frye, Larkoski, Thaler, Zhou ’17], [Dreyer, Necib, Soyez, Thaler ’18] [Mehtar-Tani, Soto-Ontoso, Tywoniuk ’19]

▷ is it bad to use JADE?

▷ check hadronisation corrections / realistic setups
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overview

Several proposed algorithms, defining . . .

. . . new jets with well
defined flavour

▷ original BSZ
[Banfi, Salam, Zanderighi ’06]

▷ anti-kt variant
[Czakon, Mitov, Poncelet ’22]

. . . flavour of jet(s)
within event

▷ iteration of BSZ
[Caletti, Fedkevych, Marzani,

DR, Schumann ’21]

▷ dressing of jets
[Gauld, Huss, Stagnitto ’22]

. . . flavour of an iso-
lated jet

▷ soft drop groomed
jets
[Caletti, Larkoski, Marzani, DR

’22]
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Backup
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